Named entities composed of multiple continuous words frequently occur in domain-specific knowledge graphs. In general, these named entities are composable and extensible, such as names of symptoms and diseases in the medical domain. Unlike the general entities, we address them as compound entities, and try to identify hypernymy relations between them. Hypernymy detection between compound entities plays a critical role in domain-specific knowledge graph construction. Traditional hypernymy detection approaches do not perform well on compound entities for two reasons. One is the lack of contextual information, and the other is the absence of compound entities, i.e. out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem. In this paper, we propose a hybrid-attention-based method called Bi-GRU-CapsNet for the detection of hypernymy relations. The hybrid attention mechanism consists of heuristic attention and self-adaptive attention, which are used for the lack of contextual information. The attentions focus on the differences of two compound entities on the lexical and semantic level, respectively. For OOV problem, the English words or Chinese characters in compound entities are fed into bidirectional gated recurrent units (Bi-GRUs). Additionally, we use capsule network (CapsNet) to determine the existence of hypernymy relations under different cases. Experimental results show that our proposed method outperforms other baseline methods on both English and Chinese corpora of symptom and disease pairs. INDEX TERMS Capsule network, medical compound entities, electronic health records, hybrid attention mechanism, hypernymy detection.
FIGURE 1.
Examples to illustrate the hypernymy detection between general entities versus (see Subfigure (A)) compound entities (see Subfigure (B)), where the single arrow sign always points from a hypernym to a hyponym and the double arrow sign indicate that two compound entities are synonymous. X 1 is a hypernym of X 2 , and X 2 is a hyponym of X 1 . Taken Figure 1 (a) for example, there are three hypernymy pairs including (disease, diabetic complication), (disease, substance abuse) and (disease, paraneoplastic syndrome). In contrast to hypernymy detection between general entities, this work is devoted to detecting hypernymy relations between compound entities. Taken Figure 1 (b) for example, there are multiple hypernymy pairs. Specifically, ''carcinoma in situ'' is a hypernym of ''carcinoma in situ of endocrine gland'', and ''carcinoma in situ of endocrine gland'' is also a hypernym of ''carcinoma in situ of multiple endocrine gland''.
Given different scenarios, there can be diverse categories of hypernymy pairs. In this paper, we roughly divide the hypernymy relations into four classes.
• The hyponym is its hypernym with additional qualifiers. For example, the hyponym ''carcinoma in situ of multiple endocrine gland'' has an additional qualifier ''multiple'' compared with its hypernym ''carcinoma in situ of endocrine gland'';
• The headword of the hyponym is the hyponym of that of its hypernym. For instance, in the hyponym ''carcinoma in situ of endocrine gland'' and the hypernym ''carcinoma of endocrine gland'', ''carcinoma in situ'' is the hyponym of ''carcinoma'';
• The headword of the hyponym is the hyponym with additional qualifiers of that of its hypernym. For example, in the hyponym ''carcinoma in situ of multiple endocrine glands'' and its hypernym ''carcinoma of endocrine gland'', ''carcinoma in situ'' is the hyponym of ''carcinoma'', and ''multiple'' is an additional qualifier;
• The hyponym and the hypernym have synonyms. For instance, in the hyponym ''cancer in situ'' and the hypernym ''carcinoma in situ of endocrine gland'', ''carcinoma'' and ''cancer'' are synonyms.
Detecting hypernymy relations from text is one of the important steps in the construction and enrichment of semantic resources. So far, a lot of methods have been proposed for this task. However, these methods are mainly for detecting hypernymy relations between general entities, which involve one-word entities, instead of compound entities. There are two main deficiencies when they are adapted for detecting hypernymy relations between compound entities. Firstly, they suffer from the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem because of the composability and extensibility of compound entities. Secondly, they do not take the different hypernymy relations into consideration.
To tackle the aforementioned problems, we propose a hybrid-attention based Bi-GRU-CapsNet, which is an extended version of our previous work [7] . Our proposed model has several important features. Firstly, we feed English words or Chinese characters in compound entities into bidirectional gated recurrent units (Bi-GRUs). Secondly, we use a hybrid-attention mechanism to focus on the dissimilar parts between the input pair. Thirdly, we apply capsule network (CapsNet), instead of softmax layer, to decide whether hypernym relation exists between medical compound entity pairs. On both Chinese and English corpora, we experimentally evaluate our proposed model. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• Unlike the general hypernymy detection, we define a new task for detecting hypernymy relations between compound entities, and develop a hybrid-attention based Bi-GRU-CapsNet model to solve it. Most existing methods try to use external knowledge to improve the performance of the model [9] , [10] , but compound entities are lack of external knowledge. Our proposed model utilizes the internal elements of compound entities, and it does not require any contextual information. A hybrid attention mechanism is proposed to identify the differences between two compound entities, which can effectively improve the performance of our model. In addition, CapsNet is applied to hypernymy detection. Specifically, we employ capsules to deal with different cases of hypernymy relations between compound entities.
• Computational results show that our proposed model outperforms baseline methods both on Chinese and English corpora of symptom and disease pairs. Also, we build English and Chinese corpora of symptom and disease pairs for the task of detecting hypernymy relations between compound entities.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the related work in hypernymy detection. In Section III, our proposed method are introduced in detail. Experimental evaluation of the proposed method are provided in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper and future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Hypernymy detection has attracted considerable research effort in recent years, and several methods have been developed in the literature. There are two major approaches, namely pattern-based methods, distributional methods.
A. PATH-BASED METHODS
Path-based methods aim to identify hypernymy relations through the lexico-syntactic paths, which connect the joint occurrences of entity pairs in a large corpus [11] - [13] . Probably the first work is conducted by Hearst [11] , who has found out that linking two noun phrases (NPs) via certain lexical constructions often implies hypernymy relations. For example, NP 1 is a hypernym of NP 2 in the lexical patterns ''NP 1 such as NP 2 '' and ''NP 2 and other NP 1 ''. Some variations of pattern-based methods are also proposed to detect hypernymy relations [12] , [14] . Recently, deep learning methods are applied in this task, in which the context paths are encoded by a recurrent neural network [13] .
Path-based methods are simple and efficient. However, due to the ambiguity of a natural language and data sparsity, it is not robust to detect the hypernymy relations according to the context of entity pairs. Consider two sentences: ''various diseases could cause abnormalities of breathing, such as stridor, mouth breathing, and periodic breathing'' and ''various diseases could cause abnormalities of breathing, such as asthma, thalassaemia, and obstruction of respiratory tract''. According to the lexical patterns mentioned above, pathbased methods can perform correctly for the former sentence but perform incorrectly for the latter, leading this kind of methods with low precision. Furthermore, people usually can not express every possible hypernymy relations in natural language texts, which leads to low precision and low recall rate. The path-based methods require co-occurrence of an entity pair, but there are many hypernymy pairs of compound entities in the same sentence. For Chinese symptoms, there are 324,253 sentences in the six Chinese healthcare websites mentioned in Section IV-A as well as the classification of disease symptoms in Baidu Baike. 1 However, among 12,800 Chinese symptom hypernymy pairs, there only exists 3,348 pairs co-occurring. The occurrence rate is merely 26.1%. Consequently, path-based methods are not applicable to hypernymy detection between compound entities.
B. DISTRIBUTIONAL METHODS
Distributional methods try to detect hypernymy relations based on the distributional representations of entity pairs, i.e. the contexts with which each entity occurs in the corpus.
Earlier distributional methods are usually based on unsupervised learning, which normally represent entities by their textual contexts in the form of sparse bag of words (SBOW) matrix, and employ a scoring function to detect hypernymy relations. Different scoring functions base on different hypotheses, e.g. distributional inclusion hypothesis [15] , [16] , distributional informativeness hypothesis [17] and selective distributional inclusion hypothesis [18] . An evaluation of scoring function can be found in [19] . Moreover, to solve the SBOW problem, Chang et al. compress the representations by matrix factorization [20] .
The supervised methods can be categorized into classification methods, hypernym generation methods and ranking methods [21] . In classification methods, classifiers are employed to predict the relation of each pair, which is represented as embedding vectors by pre-trained neural language models [22] , [23] . To aggregate the term pairs, the concat model [24] , the diff model [25] , the asym model [18] and the simDiff model [26] are proposed. Some works focus on using knowledge to improve the representations by considering the taxonomic structure of concepts [9] , [27] or Hearst patterns [29] . Projection learning methods (a.k.a Hypernym generation methods) mainly learn a model which maps term embeddings to their hypernyms [30] - [32] . Wang et al. combine classification and hypernym generation methods by employing multiple fuzzy orthogonal projections and a neural network [33] . Ranking methods select the most probable hypernym for an entity, which performs poorly in recall [34] . However, some literatures show these methods work for Chinese language [35] .
Compared with path-based methods, distributional methods normally perform better, because their performances do not rely on entity pairs' co-occurrence. However, distributional methods suffer from lexical memorization problem [36] , which tends to recognize prototypical hypernyms as right answers. Meanwhile, a compound entity usually contains a group of words instead of a single word. When encoding compound entities into vectors through the information of their context, these methods often suffer from the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem for the compound entities maybe not in the corpus. Taken Chinese symptoms for example, among 26,821 Chinese symptoms, there exist 7,511 symptoms disappearing in the sentences. The miss rate is up to 28.0%. To overcome the prototypical hypernym problem, we construct the negative samples with prototypical hypernyms(see Section IV-A). Moreover, most of the generaldomain entities are one-word which causes the existing methods to focus on introducing external knowledge into the model. And there exist a large number of compound entities in the specific domain which is lacking external knowledge and has much structure and semantic information. To overcome the OOV problem and utilize the structure and semantic information of compound entities, we propose a hybrid attention mechanism based on the feature of medical compound entities (see Section III-D). Furthermore, we employ the capsule network in the model, which can not only represent the probability, but also the cases of relations (see Section III-E).
III. HYBRID-ATTENTION BASED Bi-GRU-CapsNet MODEL A. OVERVIEW
The architecture of our proposed model is given in Figure 2 . In the model, we firstly send English words or Chinese characters into embedding layers to get their vector representations (see Section III-B), and then feed them into the bidirectional recurrent layers. For the recurrent layer, we employ gated recurrent units (GRUs) [37] (see Section III-C), because they have similar functionalities but fewer parameters, when compared with long short-term memory (LSTM) [8] . Afterwards, considering the similarity between entities we get the feature vector of each entity through a hybrid attention mechanism (see Section III-D). Finally, we use the output vectors of capsule network (CapsNet) (see Section III-E) to determine whether medical compound entity pairs have hypernymy relations. The key components are detailed in the following subsections.
B. EMBEDDING LAYER
Given a hypernym candidate X 1 with a sequence of T 1 words, and a hyponym X 2 with is a sequence of T 2 words, 2 the 2 X 1 and X 2 can either consist of English or Chinese. Normally, they are mentioned as sequences of words.
first step is to map discrete language symbols to distributed embedding vectors. Formally speaking, for each word x (k) t , we obtain corresponding embedding vector e (k) t ∈ R d e from embedding matrix, where k ∈ {1, 2} and, k = 1 or k = 2 respectively indicates that the sequence is a hypernym candidate or a hyponym, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T k } identifies the position of x (k) t in X k , and d e is a hyper-parameter indicating the size of word embedding.
C. Bi-GRU LAYER
The gated recurrent unit (GRU) is an important variant of recurrent neural network, and was originally proposed by Cho et al. [37] . Given an input x t and the previous state h t−1 at position t, h t can be computed as follows.
where h t , r t and u t ∈ R d are d-dimensional hidden state, reset gate, and update gate, respectively; W r , W u , W c ∈ R d e ×d and U r , U u , U ∈ R d×d are the parameters of the GRU; σ is the sigmoid function, and indicates elementwise production.
For the t-th word in a sequence, we use hidden states − → h t and ← − h t , which are encoded through the forward GRU and the backward GRU, to represent the preceding and following context of x t , respectively. The concatenation h t = [ − → h t ; ← − h t ] is the output of the Bi-GRU layer at t.
D. ATTENTION MECHANISM
For hypernymy detection, it is useful to focus on only the different parts between two compound entities. To achieve it, we propose a heuristic attention mechanism to mask the longest common sequence between two entities. A soft way to focus on the dissimilar parts between two entities is to calculate the similarity score of their embeddings. Moreover, these two attention mechanisms can be combined together such that the advantages of heuristic rule and self-adaptive method can be fully utilized. In our model, we propose a hybrid attention mechanism to improve detection performance. The feature vector h (k) of the entity X k is defined as a weighted sum, which is computed as follows:
where h (k) i is the output of the Bi-GRU layer at i, and the weight α (k) i is computed according to following three different attention mechanisms.
seqLCS refers to the longest common subsequence of X 1 and X 2 , x (k) i is the i-th word of X k , and a, b are the network parameters. The heuristic attention has a great effect on the entity pairs when X 1 is similar with X 2 . However, it simply focuses on the different lexical parts between X 1 and X 2 , rather than on the semantic aspect.
We firstly calculate a similarity between the hypernym candidate and the hyponym, then make it minus 1, to focus on only the different parts.
3) HYBRID ATTENTION α (k)
is the symbol of element-wise product. Our hybrid attention is obtained by hybridizing heuristic attention and self-adaptive attention. Specifically, we keep the value of selfadaptive attention still in the different parts and let it be zero in the same parts.
As mentioned earlier, the differences between X 1 and X 2 help us to detect hypernymy. Thus, it is better to assign larger attention weights for the dissimilar parts while smaller weights for similar ones (see Equation (5)). To achieve the goal, we tried several methods of assigning attention, eventually, we found that the combination of heuristic method and self-adaptive method had the best result (see Table 5 ). The attention mechanism can also improve unseen entity pairs problems because of the use of semantic similarity.
E. CAPSULE LAYER
The capsule layer was first proposed in [38] for digit recognition. As illustrated in Figure 3 , a non-linear squashing function is used to ensure that short vectors are shrunk to almost zero and long vectors are shrunk to a value slightly below 1. v j = ||s j || 2 1 + ||s j || 2 s j ||s j || (12) where v j is the output of capsule s j .
where c ij is coupling coefficient, and it is determined by an iterative dynamic routing algorithm with a hyper-parameter, i.e. the number of iterations r. We use the margin loss L j as the loss function. For each classification capsule v j , the network tries to minimize a L j in training phase:
where j = 0 means there is a hypernymy relation between two compound entities, otherwise j = 2. R j = 1 iff the corresponding relation j exists and m + = 0.9 and m − = 0.1. The total loss is simply the sum of the losses of both classification capsules.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES A. DATASETS
We evaluate our proposed model on both English and Chinese corpora . 3 The corpora consist of symptom and disease compound entity pairs, and the statistical information is presented in Table 1 .
The English corpus is obtained by extracting clinical finding pairs in SNOMED CT [39] . SNOMED CT is considered to be the most comprehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology in the world. It is easy to get hypernymy compound entities for its hierarchical relation structure. We construct the entity pairs with two neighbour layers. Clinical finding pairs with hypernymy relations are chosen as positive instances. The negative instances consist of hyponymy and unrelated pairs. The hyponymy pairs are the symmetric forms of the hypernymy pairs. The unrelated pairs include two unrelated symptom entities. To solve the prototypical hypernym problem, we select the clinical findings that are always hypernyms or hyponyms, and use them as hyponymy pairs and unrelated pairs. To reduce the influence of heuristic attention, we use clinical findings that are similar to construct unrelated pairs.
The Chinese version of SNOMED CT is not available, so we build one from six main Chinese healthcare websites, by extracting hypernymy and synonymy pairs from Chinese medical text and semi-structured Chinese medical data. Hypernymy pairs are regarded as positive instances, hyponymy, synonymy and unrelated pairs are considered as negative instances. The hyponymy pairs and unrelated pairs are constructed in the same way as English corpus does. The synonymy pairs are constructed based on a self-defined symptom synonymy dictionary.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Due to the lack of context, we randomly initialize word embeddings into 256-dimensional vectors. The size of GRU hidden states and the dimension of the capsules are both set to 64. The iteration number of routing between entity capsules and classification capsules is 2, and all the routing logics are initialized to zero. The model is trained by an adaptive method called AdaDelta [40] to minimize the margin loss, and the batch size is 128. Both the selection of margin loss function and the number of iterations r = 2 is determined according to experimental results presented in Section V-A and Section V-B. The hybrid attention mechanism combines heuristic attention and adaptive attention. For the heuristic attention, we set a = 1 and b = 0. We let each medical compound entity end with a special end-of-term symbol '' EOS '', and the attention weight w (k) i of '' EOS '' is set to 1, which enables the model to have a non-zero output vector of an entity. We compare four attention mechanisms in Section V-C. The best results in the tables are in bold in the following sections. Several widely-used measures, namely Precision, Recall, and F 1 -score, are employed to evaluate the algorithms in the following experiments [41] , [42] .
C. COMPARISON WITH BASELINE APPROACHES
We experimentally compare our proposed model with several baseline methods. These baseline algorithms are selected based on the following reasons. Consider the first case of hypernymy relations, we compare our proposed model with two basic methods, namely string containing method and set containing method. Due to the lack of context corpus of medical compound entity pairs, existing methods cannot be directly applied to this task, such as [9] , [10] . As an adaptation, we select several state-of-the-art supervised distributional approaches and distributed approaches as reference algorithms. Specifically, as to supervised distributional approaches, instead of training entity embeddings on context corpus via word2vec [22] , we randomly initialize whole entity embeddings, and update them through the supervised learning process. In addition, we also use the sum of word embeddings as the entity vector for solving the OOV problem. These baseline methods can be summarized as following two categories.
1) Basic methods:
• String containing method: given a hypernym candidate X 1 and a hyponym X 2 , if X 2 contains X 1 , X 1 and X 2 are considered to have hypernymy relations.
• Set containing method: given a hypernym candidate X 1 and a hyponym X 2 , if the English word (or Chinese character) set of X 2 contains the English word (or Chinese character) set of X 1 , X 1 and X 2 are considered to have hypernymy relations.
2) Distributional methods:
• Feature vector method [18] , [24] , [25] is a distributional method, where an entity pair is represented by a feature vector. The feature vector is a combination of entity embeddings. Following Shwartz et al. [13] , we test three state-of-the-art combination methods, namely concatenation (i.e., − →
. For each kind of feature vectors, we train a number of classifiers: logistic regression, support vector machine (SVM), and SVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel. We perform model selection on the validation set to select the best one.
• Projection learning method [25] is also a distributional method which trains projection matrices between entity embeddings to predict hypernymy. 4
• Simple RNN method [43] is a distributional method which passes entity pairs to an RNN to predict hypernymy.
• Term embedding method [28] is a supervised distributional method with negative sampling to learn entity embeddings via pre-extracted hypernymy pairs. Table 2 presents detailed comparative results of our proposed model and baseline methods. From this table, we find that our proposed model outperforms these baseline algorithms. Specifically, our proposed model achieves the best F 1 -scores on both English and Chinese corpora compared to all baseline algorithms. In terms of Recall and Precision, our proposed model also achieves competitive performance compared to baseline algorithms. For two basic methods, we observe that they work well on medical compound entity pairs in Chinese corpus, but perform badly on English corpus, with the results of Recall ( 5.64%) and F 1 -score ( 10.66%). It seems reasonable that most of the Chinese symptom hypernymy pairs belong to the first case, i.e. qualifiers added, while English corpus does not, so the performance in terms of recall declines sharply.
For four adapted baseline methods, we find that they achieve similar performance ( 62.59%) on all three performance metrics except the term embedding method. In contrast to the whole entity version, all four adapted baseline algorithms which apply the sum vector of words, achieve better performance excluding one exception that term embedding method on Chinese corpus. In general, our proposed model roughly exceeds four adapted baseline algorithms except one. That is, the Recall of feature vector methods with the sum of word embeddings on Chinese corpus is 94.78%, which is slightly better than that of our proposed model (i.e., 93.62%).
Besides, we observe that simple RNN method with the sum of words performs better than the other baseline methods on English corpus, whose F 1 -score is merely 2.29% lower than our proposed model because it utilizes an RNN to remember both the hyponym and its hypernym candidate when judgment. However, its F 1 -score is far below our proposed model on the Chinese corpus. As mentioned above, most of the Chinese symptom hypernymy pairs belong to the first case, i.e. qualifiers added, and the recall of simple RNN method is nearly 20% lower than its Precision. It indicates that simple RNN method will be confused if the two entities are similar, and tends to think they have no hypernymy relation. While our proposed model employs a hybrid attention mechanism to focus on the different parts between entities, so it will not be confused even though the two entities are similar and is nearly 25% higher than simple RNN method in terms of F 1 -score. Actually, except feature vector method with the sum of words, other baseline methods all perform poorly on the Chinese corpus. It is because only the feature vector method (i.e., difference + SVM with RBF kernel) pays special attention to the different parts between two entities. These interesting observations confirm the effectiveness of our proposed model for detecting hypernymy relations between compound entities.
V. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, three groups of experiments are made to respectively investigate the effect of the capsule layers, interest of Bi-GRUs, and the effectiveness of the hybrid attention mechanism. Note that all the following experimental investigations are based on English corpus.
A. EFFECT OF THE CAPSULE LAYERS
To study the effect of the capsule layers integrating into our model, we experimentally compare the performance of Bi-GRU models with capsule layers, sigmoid layers,and softmax layers. We report the results on two different loss functions based on the English corpus. The detailed results are shown in the Table 3 . Table 3 shows the results of Bi-GRU models with the capsule layers, sigmoid layers and softmax layers under two different loss functions on the English corpus. From this table, we can obtain the following observations. The performance of Bi-GRU models with capsule layers is significantly better than the performance of Bi-GRU models with sigmoid layers and softmax layers on both two loss functions. It is reasonable that a capsule can learn a more robust representation for hypernymy detection, which can successfully deal with different cases in hypernymy relation. For the capsule layers with different numbers of routing iterations (i.e., r ∈ {1, 2, 3}), we obverse that the best performance is achieved when the routing iteration is 2 (see the results in bold). For the results of capsule layers with different loss functions, we see that the results of margin loss are better than that of cross entropy. These observations confirm the interest of capsule layers. Consequently, we use the capsule layers and set the number of routing iterations r = 2 in our model.
B. INTEREST OF THE Bi-GRUs
To analyze the interest of the Bi-GRUs, we compare the computational results of sigmoid layers, softmax layers and capsule layers for the cases with or without Bi-GRUs. Based on the English corpus, we also discuss the results obtained by using two different loss functions. The computational results are shown in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , we observe that the use of Bi-GRUs significantly improves the detection performance. For example, in case of cross entropy, the performance of capsule layers without Bi-GRUs in terms of precision, recall and F 1 -score is 85.96%, 90.67% and 88.25% respectively. With the help of Bi-GRUs, the performance of capsule layers in terms of precision, recall and F 1 -score increases to 91.03%, 91.25% and 91.14% respectively. It is also true for the case with a margin loss function. For the sigmoid layers and softmax layers, the same observations can also be obtained. These observations prove the interest of Bi-GRUs to improve detection performance. In addition, we also obtain the same observation on the loss function as well as Section V-A. That is, the results of the margin loss function are better than that of cross entropy. Therefore, we use margin loss as our loss function in our model.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF HYBRID ATTENTION MECHANISM
The attention mechanism is a very effective method for solving NLP tasks [44] . It was originally proposed by Bahdanau et al. [45] to deal with neural machine translation, where a softmax function is employed to calculate the attention weights. This section is devoted to investigating the effectiveness of our hybrid attention mechanism. Based on English corpus, we experimentally compare the following four attention mechanisms: 1) Equal attention. It assigns the same attention to each word; 2) Heuristic attention. It compares two sequences and focuses on the different parts of them [7] ; 3) Self-adaptive attention. It uses a dot-product method to measure the similarity; 4) Hybrid attention. It hybridizes heuristic attention and self-adaptive attention. Table 5 presents the detailed results of four attention schemes. From this table, we find that our model with hybrid attention mechanism achieves the best performance in all three measures. In addition, we observe that equal attention has the worst performence which means attention mechanism can effectively improve the performence of the model. The model with heuristic attention [7] achieves great progress compared to our model with self-adaptive attention except for Precision which confirm our heuristic attention mechanism is able to focus on the different parts between medical compound entity pairs. And the self-adaptive attention is a useful mechanism which improves the performence of the previous model. These interesting observations confirm the effectiveness of our hybrid attention mechanism.
To evaluate the impact of data, Table 6 shows the experimental results of four attention mechanisms on three generaldomain corpora. The datasets used in the table are widely adopted in other literatures [46] - [48] . We split the datasets into 6:2:2. In validation sets, the hybrid mechanism achieves the highest f1-scores, while equal attention mechanism has the highest f1-scores in test sets. Note that our mechanism is designed based on the characteristics of compound entity pairs, and general-domain datasets are of one-word entity pairs. Therefore, the proposed mechanism does not significantly outperform other attentions. However, with proper division of datasets the proposed method can still achieve similar performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Compound entities frequently occur in specific domains, but existing hypernymy detection methods do not perform well on them. In this paper, we propose a hybrid-attention based Bi-GRU-CapsNet model for hypernymy detection between medical compound entities. Our proposed model has three important features: 1). English words or Chinese characters in medical compound entities are separately encoded by Bi-GRUs to resolve the OOV problem; 2). A hybrid attention mechanism is proposed to only focus on the differences between two medical compound entities; 3). CapsNet is employed to handle different cases in hypernymy relation.
Extensive results show that our proposed model is able to achieve better performance compared to baseline methods. Computational results also verify the effectiveness of several important components integrated in our proposed model. For future work, one interesting direction is to improve synonymy inference for hypernymy detection.
